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ABSTRACT

New wireless physical-layer designs are the key to improving wire-

less network performance. Adopting these new designs, however,

requires modifications on wireless hardware and is difficult on

commodity devices. In this paper, we show that this hardware mod-

ification in many cases can be avoided by TransFi, a new software

technique that enables custom wireless PHY functionality on com-

modity WiFi transmitters via fine-grained emulation. Our basic

insight is that many custom wireless signals can be emulated by

manipulating the MAC payloads of WiFi MIMO streams and mixing

the transmitted signals from these streams on the air. To perform

such emulation, TransFi considers the target signal as a mixture of

QAM constellation points on the complex plane, and reversely com-

putes the MAC payload of each MIMO stream from one selected

QAM constellation point. We implemented TransFi on commodity

WiFi devices to emulate three custom wireless PHYs with diverse

characteristics. Experiment results show that TransFi’s accuracy

of emulation is >90% when transmitting emulated data payloads

at 11.4 Mbps (46x faster than existing methods), and the decoding

error at this data rate is <1% (10x lower than existing methods).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Emerging mobile applications continuously raise higher require-

ments on wireless networks, which motivate new designs of the
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Figure 1: TransFi emulates a custom signal by mixing WiFi

signals from multiple MIMO streams on the air

wireless physical layer (PHY). For example, delay-sensitive applica-

tions, such as online gaming, build on fast detection and avoidance

of wireless interference that need new PHY preambles to coordinate

between wireless devices [2, 35, 46]. The Internet of Things (IoT)

calls for more agile usage of wireless spectrum, in order to support

more concurrent wireless transmissions [3, 5, 63].

Adopting new PHY designs used to always involve modifica-

tions of wireless hardware, due to the incompatible formats of new

wireless signals. For example, new PHY preambles for power sav-

ing [65], identification [43] and collision detection [46] cannot be

produced by commodity wireless hardware. Similarly, new meth-

ods of spectrum utilization, such as OFDMA in 802.11ax [2, 56],

cannot be correctly used by legacy wireless devices. Such hardware

modifications, however, are difficult on most commodity wireless

devices. This difficulty results in slow adoption of new wireless

PHY techniques, and is also the major reason for the gap between

lab prototypes and actual wireless systems in use.

To avoid such hardware modification, one approach is to selec-

tively transmit a commodity wireless signal that best approximates

to the target signal in the new PHY design. However, since each com-

modity wireless hardware can only produce a finite number of fixed

PHY signal waveforms1, this method is too coarse-grained to pre-

cisely approximate to the target signal that may arbitrarily appear

in custom wireless PHY, and will result in large and uncontrollable

approximation error when transmitting high-speed data frames.

Instead, it can only be used to transmit network control or beacon

frames with fixed contents for low-speed cross-technology com-

munication (e.g., from WiFi to ZigBee [20, 33], Bluetooth [11, 38],

LoRa [18, 37] and LTE [17]).

Instead, we envision that this constraint of commodity wireless

hardware can be removed by fine-grained emulation, which mixes

multiple commodity wireless signals with adaptively selected ampli-

tudes and phases. For example, mixing two commodity signals with

the same amplitude and phases at 45° and 315° creates a new signal

with a phase at 0°. Further changing one signal’s phase from 315°

1These signal waveforms are decided by the wireless PHY’s modulation and coding
methods. For example, number of these waveforms in WiFi depends on the QAM
constellation diagram being used, and varies from 2 to 64 when the QAM constellation
diagram changes from BPSK to 64-QAM.
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to 225° produces a null signal with zero amplitude. On commodity

WiFi, such selection of commodity wireless signals could be done

by manipulating the MAC payloads of its MIMO streams2, and the

selected signals are mixed on the air when being transmitted in

MIMO streams. In this way, the approximation error to the target

signal from such mixture could be effectively minimized, with more

MIMO streams or higher-order modulation in each stream.

Based on this insight, in this paper we present TransFi, a new

software technique that enables custom wireless PHY functional-

ities on commodity WiFi transmitters. As shown in Figure 1, the

TransFi software computes the commodity WiFi’s MAC payload

based on the target signal being emulated, and passes the computed

MAC payloads to the WiFi PHY layer to produce the target signal.

More specifically, it considers the target signal in each wireless

symbol as a custom point on the complex plane, and selects a set

of commodity QAM constellation points whose geometric mixture

matches the custom point. Each selected QAM constellation point is

then reversely computed to the MAC payload of one MIMO stream,

by mimicking the WiFi data decoding process.

The major challenge of emulation is finding the optimal approxi-

mation to the target signal, from the large volume of possible selec-

tions of commodity QAM constellation points. In particular, even

selections that provide the same theoretical approximation could

practically result in different signals being received, due to unpre-

dictable signal distortion during channel propagation. TransFi takes

these practical factors into account, and constrains such selection

within a limited scope to avoid excessive computation overhead.

The optimality of selection could be further affected by the data

encoder at commodity WiFi transmitter, which makes some se-

lected QAM constellation points fail to reversely result in legal

MAC payloads. The reason is that WiFi data encoder appends par-

ity bits to the MAC payload before passing it to PHY. The PHY

payloads corresponding to some selected QAM constellation points,

however, may contain illegal parity bits. To address this challenge,

we append redundant bits to the PHY payload of each selected QAM

constellation point, so that the expanded PHY payload always re-

sults in a legal MAC payload. In TransFi, such reverse computation

of MAC payload is based on the Trellis diagram in WiFi data decod-

ing [21, 39], and we minimize the computation and storage costs

by adaptively dividing the Trellis diagram into small segments.

To our best knowledge, TransFi is the first to allow commodity

WiFi to transmit high-speed data frames of custom wireless PHY

with random payloads. Our detailed contributions are as follows:

• We analytically verified the possibility of emulating custom

wireless signal using a combination of QAM constellation

points, from WiFi MIMO streams.

• We managed to minimize the difference between the target

signal being emulated and the actually emulated signal being

received, by selecting the optimal set of QAM constellation

points for emulation.

• We developed techniques that always produce legal MAC

payloads from any selected set of QAM constellation points

in emulation, and ensured the usability of these techniques

2MIMO has been a standard technology in mainstreamWiFi standards from 802.11n [1]
to 802.11ax [3]. Old WiFi standards such as 802.11a/b/g, although still being supported,
are obsolete and less used in practice [19]

on commodity WiFi devices by incorporating the character-

istics of wireless PHY hardware into account.

TransFi can emulate a large collection of custom wireless PHY

designs in both time and frequency domains, as long as they operate

in the same frequency band as WiFi and do not use finer frequency-

division multiplexing than WiFi3. In the time domain, TransFi can

emulate new PHY preambles designed for different purposes such

as collision detection [3] and avoidance [46], device coordination

[65], and energy saving [40], by precisely emulating the required

amplitude and phase of the time-domain signal. Data payloads will

be emulated and transmitted after these emulated preambles. In the

frequency domain, TransFi can emulate different ways of custom

spectrum usage, includingmulti-access channels (e.g., OFDMA [28])

and spectrum adaptation [63], by converting the frequency-domain

changes to the corresponding time-domain signal.

TransFi is used on commodity WiFi transmitters to emulate cus-

tom wireless signals, which may not pass the PHY signal detection

of a commodity receiver. In these cases, a custom receiver that im-

plements the Rx hardware functionality of the wireless PHY being

emulated will be needed to correctly receive and decode the emu-

lated signal, but such a custom receiver is not part of our TransFi

design. In practice, many wireless systems, including most sensor

network [6, 64] and IoT systems [48], are highly asymmetric, where

a large amount of wireless transmitters send their locally produced

data to the few receivers (a.k.a., data sinks). In these systems, while

it is easier to deploy custom wireless PHY onto the few receivers

via hardware upgrades, it will be difficult or even infeasible to up-

grade the hardware of all transmitters. TransFi, then, will be the

key enabler of new wireless PHY techniques in these systems.

We implemented TransFi on an Atheros AR9580 WiFi adapter

and used it to emulate three custom wireless PHYs, including cus-

tom PHY preambles (CSMA/CN [46]), spectrum adaptation (FSA

[63]) and spectrum multiplexing (OFDMA). Our experiment results

have the following conclusions:

• TransFi is accurate and effective. TransFi’s accuracy of emu-

lating custom wireless signals is >90%. Based on this accu-

racy, the emulated wireless PHY can transmit data payloads

at 11.4 Mbps, >46x faster than the best existing work [33].

Decoding errors of emulated data frames under this data rate

is <1%, >10x lower than the best existing result [37].

• TransFi is adaptive. TransFi canwell adapt to different system

settings and wireless channel conditions. Even with severe

channel conditions, it requires at most 2 dB of extra SNR

to reliably decode the emulated signal, when compared to

commodity wireless systems.

• TransFi is lightweight. TransFi involves the minimum com-

putation and storage overhead. The run-time computing

time of emulation is always shorter than the time gap be-

tween commodity PHY frames, hence allowing real-time

transmission of emulated data frames.

2 BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

To better understand the design of TransFi, we first introduce the

basics of QAM modulation used in WiFi, and then motivate our

3Most WiFi systems build on orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM),
where finer multiplexing leads to more OFDM subcarriers. See detailed discussions
about such scope of TransFi emulation in Section 12.
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design by demonstrating the technical difficulty of emulation due

to WiFi’s data encoding and decoding.

2.1 QAMModulation

Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is the technical founda-

tion of WiFi. QAM modulates data bits to constellation points on

the complex plane, which are converted into time-domain signals

by FFT. For example, Figure 2 shows that a time-domain signal

converted from QPSK has a constant amplitude but varying phases

among π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4, and 7π/4.
Figure 2 shows that any time-domain signal can be represented

by its amplitude and phase over the carrier wave, corresponding to

a point on the complex plane. The major challenge of producing

new wireless signals, though, is that the desired point may not

exist in the constellation diagram used by commodity WiFi. This

challenge motivates our design of TransFi, which utilizes multiple

MIMO streams to approximate to such a custom constellation point.

2.2 Wireless MIMO

A wireless MIMO transmitter uses multiple Tx radios to transfer

synchronized data streams in the same spectrum [55], and such

synchronization can be achieved at the nanosecond level [50] by

sharing the same clock between Tx radios. TransFi utilizes this

precise timing to ensure that MAC payloads in different MIMO

streams are always aligned over time, which is vital to correctly

mix the corresponding wireless signals on the air.

Encoder matrix GMAC payload Encoded bits 

n bits m bits

n

m. . . . . .
(a) Data encoding
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(b) A Trellis diagram of a 1/2 decoder, which decodes input bits of ‘11010110’
to output bits ‘1010’

Figure 3: Data encoding and decoding in WiFi

2.3 WiFi Data Encoding and Decoding

Data encoding is used in WiFi for error correction. For example in

Figure 3(a), a convolutional encoder with a n/m code rate uses a

Target signal
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0 0 1 0 1 1

PHY Payloads
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of MAC Payloads

Data 
Encoder

Other PHY 
Components

Mixed 
signal
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Hardware
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Tx 1

Tx 2

Tx n

MIMO Tx Antennas

Figure 4: TransFi system overview

n×mmatrix to producem encoded bits fromn input bits as x = a ·G,

appendingm − n parity bits.

Encoded bits are decoded in WiFi using the Viterbi algorithm

[21], which finds a viable path in a Trellis diagram for the given

input. As shown in Figure 3(b), on an/m decoder, the Trellis diagram

for decoding a M-bit input contains �M/m� steps, and each step

decodesm encoded bits to n output bits. Each state in the Trellis

diagram hasm outgoing edges to the next step, and there are only

2n legal inputs among 2m possibilities. For example, in the first step

shown in Figure 3(b), the start state ‘00’ only allows legal inputs

‘00’ and ‘11’, which are decoded as ‘0’ and ‘1’, respectively.

According to Figure 3(b), it is possible that some input bits do

not correspond to any path in the Trellis diagram. If these input

bits correspond to TransFi’s selected constellation points for emu-

lation, they cannot be reversely computed to MAC payloads. This

possibility motivates our TransFi design that adds redundancy to

reverse computation of MAC payloads.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As a software technique, TransFi minimizes the error of emulating

the target signal by selecting the optimal set of commodity QAM

constellation points being used at the commodity WiFi transmit-

ter. As illustrated in Figure 4, the TransFi software computes the

MAC payload for each WiFi MIMO stream from the selected QAM

constellation point, and uses the computed MAC payloads as the

output to the commodity WiFi hardware, where the transmitted

wireless signal on each MIMO Tx antenna is produced based on

the corresponding MAC payload. In this way, our design of TransFi

is generic and can be used to emulate a large collection of custom

wireless signals that differ from commodity WiFi signals in both

time and frequency domains.

3.1 Mixing Wireless Signals on the Air

In TransFi, the wireless signals transmitted by different MIMO

streams are mixed on the air. For example, for a WiFi MIMO with 2

Tx antennas, the time-domain signals being transmitted from the

two MIMO streams can be written as

S1(t) = A1 cos(2π f t + ϕ1), S2(t) = A2 cos(2π f t + ϕ2),

where f is the carrier frequency, {A1,A2} and {ϕ1,ϕ2} are the

signals’ amplitude and phases, respectively. Then, when these two

signals are mixed on the air and A1 = A2, the mixed signal will be

S(t) = A cos(2π f t + ϕ1) +A cos(2π f t + ϕ2)

= A cos(
ϕ1 − ϕ2

2
) cos(2π f t +

ϕ1 + ϕ2
2

)

= Ã cos(2π f t + ϕ̃),

(1)
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Figure 5: Selection of QAM constellation points. An exam-

ple of using two 64-QAM constellation points to emulate a

BPSK constellation point (e.g., for emulating custom pream-

bles modulated by BPSK) is shown.

where Ã = A cos(
ϕ1−ϕ2

2 ) and ϕ̃ =
ϕ1+ϕ2

2 . If the constellation points’

amplitudes are not equal (e.g., A and E in Figure 5), the mixed

signal’s amplitude and phase are similarly computed.

Figure 5 shows that this mixed signal corresponds to the geo-

metric combination of the two QAM constellation points on the

complex plane. Eq. (1) can be iteratively extended to more Tx anten-

nas. For a given QAMmodulation scheme that provides a collection

of signal phases, the more Tx antennas being used, the more custom

signals can be emulated. On the other hand, using higher-order

QAM modulations also helps improve the granularity of emulation.

3.2 Selection of QAM Constellation Points

In TransFi, we seek the selection of commodity QAM constella-

tion points that provides the optimal approximation to the target

signal, but Figure 5 shows that multiple selections that provide

the same theoretical approximation may coexist. To address this

ambiguity, we demonstrated from both analytical and experimental

perspectives that these selections result in different signal distor-

tions in practice due to channel propagation, and further develop

algorithms that decide the best selection with the minimum com-

putation complexity. These details can be found in Section 4.

3.3 Reverse Computation of MAC Payload

As shown in Figure 4, TransFi outputs MAC payloads to different

MIMO streams of the commodityWiFi transmitter. Hence, after hav-

ing selected the QAM constellation points for emulation, TransFi

decides the MAC payload for each MIMO stream, to ensure that

the actually transmitted signals in WiFi MIMO streams match the

selected constellation points. The MAC payload of each MIMO

stream is decided via reverse computation from the corresponding

PHY payload, which uniquely maps to the constellation point given

a specific QAM modulation scheme. For example, when the 4 QPSK

constellation points in Figure 2 are being used for emulation, the

corresponding PHY payloads are {00, 01, 10, 11}, respectively.

Such reverse computation of MAC payload in TransFi mimics

the data decoding process in commodity WiFi. Being different from

existing work that is limited to offline computation for pre-defined

preambles from a pre-computed inverse of encoder matrix [24,

33, 37], TransFi aims to achieve real-time computation of MAC

payloads for arbitrary PHY payloads, e.g., corresponding to random

data frames being transmitted. The major challenge, as described

in Section 2.2, is that some of the selected PHY payloads may not

Encoder matrixMAC payload PHY payload

bits bits bits bits

Figure 6: Reverse computation of MAC payload: the en-

coder’s perspective

correspond to a legal MAC payload in commodity WiFi. To address

this challenge, given a code rate (n/m) used in commodity WiFi,

our approach is to compute and append k redundant bits (x′) to

the originalm bits of PHY payload (x), and the MAC payload to be

reversely computed will be correspondingly expanded from n bits

(a) to L = n + n
m · k bits ([a, a′]). In this way, when k satisfies that

L ≥ m, from the encoder’s perspective we have

x = [a, a′] · G1, (2)

and G1 is a fully ranked matrix. Hence, Eq. (2) ensures that a legal

MAC payload [a, a′] always exists for a given x. In practice, k will

be selected as the smallest integer that results an integer value of

L and satisfies L ≥ m. For example, with a 2/3 code rate, we have

k = 3 for every 3 bits of PHY payload.

With the x′ being decided, the MAC payload [a, a′] can be com-

puted by applying [x, x′] as the input to a n/m WiFi decoder. The

difficulty, however, is that for a given x, not any x
′ can ensure that

the decoder outputs a legal MAC payload. An intuitive solution to

deciding x′ is to apply each possible x′ to the decoder until a legal

MAC payload is produced, but is computationally expensive in com-

modity WiFi where encoders and decoders operate an entire frame

at once. For example, the minimum payload of an 802.11n MAC

frame contains 26 bits that correspond to 52 bits of PHY payload

with a 1/2 code rate, and x
′ hence contains 52 bits at least.

Instead, we cache all the valid paths in the decoder’s Trellis

diagram form + k input bits, and only match the actual x to one

valid path at run-time. To minimize the amount of storage overhead,

we divide the Trellis diagram into small segments, and develop

algorithms to identify and address the possible inconsistency across

these segments during run-time matchmaking. These details are in

Section 5.

Both x and x′ will be transmitted. Since commodity WiFi builds

on OFDM, we will ensure that x and x
′ are transmitted in two

different but continuous sets of OFDM subcarriers, and match x to

the band operated by the receiver, which can easily remove the out-

of-band x
′ at its RF frontend. The Tx’s channel bandwidth needs

to be wider than the Rx bandwidth, and their ratio is determined

by the WiFi code rate as 1/coderate . With higher code rates being

used (e.g., 5/6 in 802.11n), the channel bandwidth of the emulated

wireless PHY can reach >80% of the WiFi channel bandwidth.

4 SELECTING CONSTELLATION POINTS

When multiple selections of QAM constellation points provide the

same theoretical approximation to the target signal, constellation

points with larger amplitudes will produce more distortion in the

emulated signal during channel propagation. Hence, QAM con-

stellation points with the smallest amplitudes among the available

choices will be selected.
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4.1 The Impact of Signal Amplitudes

When a selection of QAM constellation points is used for emulation,

the received signal can be written as

Y = H1X1 + H2X2 + ... + HnXn

= H1(X̃ − d1) + H2(X̃ − d2) + ... + Hn (X̃ − dn )

= (H1 + H2 + ...Hn )X̃ − (H1d1 + H2d2 + ... + Hndn ),

(3)

where Xi is the time-domain signal corresponding to the i-th QAM

constellation point, X̃ =
∑n
i=1 Xi is the mixed signal, di = X̃ − Xi ,

and Hi is the response of the channel between the i-th MIMO Tx

antenna and the receiver. In this case, {di } with larger amplitudes,

which correspond to longer distances between the selected QAM

constellation points and target signal on the complex plane, amplify

the impact of channel propagation asH1d1+H2d2+ ...+Hndn in Eq.

(3). This impact, in turn, leads to larger distortion in the received

signal Y , measured as the difference between the target signal and

the emulated signal being received.

-0.5 0 0.5 1
I

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Q

Selection 1 Selection 2 Mixed signal in theory Target signal

Figure 7: The received signals from different selections of

QAM constellation points being used

To verify such distortion from a larger amplitude in emulation,

we use the two selections of 64-QAM constellation points shown

in Figure 5 to emulate a BPSK constellation point from commodity

WiFi with 12dB SNR. As shown in Figure 7, the received signal pro-

duced by Selection 2 contains much larger distortion compared to

that produced by Selection 1. Statistical analysis over 8,000 collected

data samples further demonstrates that the average distortion in

Selection 2 is 0.6534 on the complex plane, while such distortion in

Selection 1 is only 0.1368 on average.

4.2 Iterative Selection

Results in Section 4.1 suggest that, the selection of QAM constella-

tion points that results in the minimum amplitudes of {di } should
be used for emulation. For example in Figure 5, Selection 2 is a bet-

ter choice than Selection 1. An intuitive approach is to compute the

amplitudes of {di } for all possible selections, but is computationally

expensive in practice.

Instead, TransFi first decides a range for such selection, and then

iteratively selects each constellation point based on the previously

selected points within this range. As shown in Figure 8which selects

among 64-QAM constellation points for emulation, the range of

selection is a square on the complex plane that centers at the target

signal and has a side length of 2dmin, where dmin is the minimum

distance between two commodity QAM constellation points being

used. This range ensures to include the 4 constellation points that

are the closest to the target signal on the complex plane.

Algorithm 1 Iterative selection of constellation points

Input: T : Target signal, N : No. of MIMO streams, C: Set of QAM

constellation points in range of selection

Output: {Pi }: The selected N constellation points

1: P1 ← argminc ∈C |T − c |
2: n ← 2

3: while n ≤ N do

4: P ′n ← T −
∑n−1
i=1 Pi //Ideal position of Pn

5: Pn ← argminc ∈C |P ′n − c |
6: n ← n + 1
7: end while

Our approach to selecting constellation points within this range

is described in Algorithm 14 and illustrated by the example in

Figure 8. The first constellation point is selected as the closest one

to the target signal (D in Figure 8). Afterwards, in the i-th round

of selection, TransFi first decides the ”ideal” position of the i-th
constellation point, which can produce a mixed signal with the

i − 1 selected points to exactly match the target signal. The i-th
constellation point, then, is selected as the closest one to the ideal

position. In this way, such iterative selection can be applied to any

number of MIMO streams being used. For example in Figure 8, the

2nd, 3rd and 4th selections will be A, D and B, respectively.

Target signal
Q

I

A B

C D1st  selection
Range of selection

2nd  selection

A+D

3rd  selection

A+D+D

4th 
selection

Ideal positions of constellation points

2

3

4

Figure 8: Selection of 64-QAM constellation points

5 COMPUTATION OF MAC PAYLOAD

In this section, we describe the technical details of reversely com-

puting the MAC payloads in the TransFi software.

5.1 The Basic Approach

As described in Section 3.3, our primary approach to minimizing

the run-time overhead of such reverse computation is to cache all

the viable paths of the Trellis diagram. For example, for the Trellis

diagram in Figure 3(b), the start state 00 corresponds to 16 viable

paths listed in Figure 9. Thus, for any 4-bit PHY payload x that

starts with ‘00’ or ‘11’, it matches an entry in the cached table and

the corresponding MAC payload can be found5. In practice, this

table could be cached as a binary tree to enforce a fast binary search.

The key drawback, however, is that large storage is needed for

caching. For example, for aM-bit input and a 1/2 code rate, there

4All the additions in Algorithm 1 indicate geometric combinations of the corresponding
constellation points on the complex plane.
5For other payload values of x, paths from other start states can be similarly searched.
Eq. (2) then ensures that a matching path must be available.
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Figure 9: Finding the MAC payload from the cached paths

in the Trellis diagram shown in Figure 3(b). Only the paths

starting from the state ‘00’ are shown.

will be k · 2M/2 viable paths in the Trellis diagram with k start

states. When the MAC payload size is 40 bits in a data frame6, more

than 240 diagram paths will be cached and the storage space needed

could be > 1, 000 GB.

5.2 Reduction of Needs on Storage Space

To reduce the storage need, we divide the Trellis diagram into

segments and cache the paths in each segment, so that the number

of cached paths reduces from k ·2M/2 to k ·n ·2M/2n withn segments.

For example, for a 40-bit MAC payload, dividing the Trellis diagram

into 4 segments reduces the storage space to < 100 KB.
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Figure 10: Possible backtracing across different Trellis dia-

gram segments. An example of dividing a Trellis diagram

for 8-bit inputs into 2 segments is shown.

The start and end states of paths will also be cached. At run-

time, TransFi divides a M-bit input into n parts, and seeks for a

sub-path that matches the i-th part of input from the i-th Trellis

diagram segment. These matching sub-paths are then concatenated

according to their start and end states.

6Most WiFi data frames contain larger payloads. For example, the payload size of a
802.11n MAC frame ranges between 26 and 524,288 bits.

However, backtracing may happen across multiple segments.

For example in Figure 10 with a given input ‘11101100’, it will be

divided into ‘1110’ and ‘1100’ to search for a matching sub-path in

the two Trellis diagram segments, respectively. Note that multiple

matching sub-paths may exist in a segment. Whenever a matching

sub-path is found for ‘1110’ in segment 1, it will proceed to segment

2 according to the end state of this sub-path, which will also be

the start state in segment 2. However, it is possible that a matching

sub-path with this start state cannot be found in segment 2. In this

case, the matching procedure will backtrace to segment 1 and try

to use the next matching sub-path in segment 1.

Our experiments show that such backtracing happens in 25% of

data decoding cases, slightly increasing the run-time computing

time. The more Trellis diagram is divided, the smaller each segment

will be and hence more backtracing will happen. We will investigate

such tradeoff in Section 9.5.
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Figure 11: Bit shuffling due to interleaver

5.3 Impact of WiFi Interleaver

In commodity WiFi, the encoded bits will also be processed by an

interleaver before they are sent to QAM modulation. Correspond-

ingly, in the PHY payload being used to reversely compute the

MAC payload, the bits in x and x
′ are shuffled as shown in Figure

11. However, since such shuffling pattern is fixed and pre-known,

we can perform similar bit shuffling in the cached tables of Trellis

diagram paths, to ensure that MAC payloads can always be cor-

rectly computed and x and x
′ are transmitted over two different

but continuous sets of OFDM subcarriers. For example, for a 4-bit x

and a 4-bit x′, after shuffling, the bit positions of x′ in the expanded

PHY payload will be always 2, 4, 5 and 6.

6 CHANNEL ESTIMATION

Correct channel estimation is the key to decoding the emulated

data payloads at the receiver. As multiple wireless signals are mixed

in the air, TransFi’s communication channel is illustrated in Figure

12(a), as the mixture of sub-channels from individual Tx antennas

to the Rx. When the transmitted preambles in MIMO Tx streams

are X1,X2, ...,Xn , the linear estimator of this mixed channel is

Hl inear =
Y

X1 + X2 + ... + Xn
=
H1X1 + H2X2 + ... + HnXn

X1 + X2 + ... + Xn
,

(4)

where H1,H2, ...,Hn indicate the channel response of individual

sub-channels. This channel estimator, however, is variant with

respect to the specific preambles being used and hence cannot

reflect the actual condition of this mixed channel.

Instead, in TransFi we use H = H1 +H2 + ...+Hn as the channel

estimator, because Hl inear = H when X1 = X2 = ... = Xn . The
major difficulty, however, is that wireless signals transmitted from

different MIMO Tx streams can never be exactly the same, due

to different cyclic shifts in these streams. Our solution, as shown
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Figure 12: Channel estimation in TransFi

in Figure 12(b), is to transmit a series of n preambles in a shifted

manner7, and the received signal can then be written as

�����
�

Y1
Y2
...

Yn

�����
�
=

�����
�

H1 H2 ... Hn

Hn H1 ... Hn−1

...
...
. . .

...

H2 H3 ... H1

�����
�

�����
�

X1

X2

...

Xn

�����
�
, (5)

from which we can compute H1,H2, ...,Hn from the pre-known

{Xi } and the received {Yi }. Such computation only involves one-

time matrix multiplication and is lightweight at the receiver. Also,

since the channel estimation is only done once per transmitted

frame, transmitting n preambles incurs negligible timing overhead.
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Figure 13: Measurement of channel estimation error

To evaluate this channel estimator, as shown in Figure 13(a), we

measure the error of channel estimation as the distance Δd on the

complex plane between the expected signal and the received signal

after equalization. Our channel estimator, then, is compared with

the commodity linear channel estimator described in Eq. (4), the

MMSE estimator8 and the commodity WiFi channel estimator, in 4

different scenarios: 1) a static transmitter; 2) a mobile transmitter;

3) with external interference; 4) the wireless signal propagates

through a concrete wall. Results in Figure 13(b) show that the error

of our channel estimator in these scenarios is only 0.6% higher than

MMSE and 3.2% higher than that in commodity WiFi.

6.1 Other Channel Factors

The frequency, timing and phase of the emulated signal could be

affected by the wireless channel.

7In practice, we use these preambles as the ones being specified in the custom wireless
PHY being emulated.
8The MMSE estimator [54, 61] achieves the minimum channel estimation error, but is
rarely used in practice due to its high computational complexity.

Frequency shift. To compute and compensate the possible fre-

quency shift of the emulated signal, we follow the same method

being used in commodity WiFi. As shown in Figure 14, TransFi’s

frequency shift after such compensation is at the same level with

that in commodity WiFi, and is far below 200 kHz that is required

in the 802.11 standard [1].
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Figure 14: The frequency offset after compensation

Frequency selective fading. Such heterogeneous fading is only

significant if the transmitted signal bandwidth is larger than the

channel’s coherence bandwidth. Since commodity WiFi builds on

OFDM, it is known to be resistant to frequency selective fading [14,

29, 49]. For example, the subcarrier bandwidth in WiFi is 312.5 kHz

andWiFi’s coherence bandwidth is>3.68MHz [42], and eachOFDM

subcarrier in WiFi can hence be considered as a flat channel. Since

TransFi individually emulates the target signal in each subcarrier,

it will experience little impact from frequency selective fading.
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Figure 15: The amount of phase shift after correction

Phase shift. The phase shift in the received signal is a combined

effect of channel propagation, signal distortion and noise. To correct

such phase shift, TransFi emulates the standard pilot pattern in

commodity WiFi [1, 9, 12], and computes the phase difference in

the received pilots. As shown in Figure 15 over the four scenarios

described in Section 6, after such correction, the remaining amount

of phase shift in TransFi’s emulated signal is similar to that in

commodity WiFi.
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Figure 16: PHY layer of commodity WiFi

7 IMPLEMENTATION

To implement TransFi on the Qualcomm Atheros AR9580 WiFi

adapter, we address the following challenges brought by differ-

ent PHY components in WiFi Tx hardware, with respect to the

commodity WiFi PHY as shown in Figure 16.
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Scrambler seed. In commodityWiFi, a scrambler shuffles the input

MAC payload based on an integer scrambler seed, to reduce inter-

carrier interference. On Atheros AR9580, the scrambler seed is

randomly initiated every time when the hardware powers up, and

then the chipset circularly increments the seed by 1 in [1, 127] every

time when a frame is transmitted. However, the value of scrambler

seed embeds in wireless PHY hardware and is not directly visible

to the transmitter’s MAC layer.

To correctly retrieve the value of scrambler seed, when the

TransFi transmitter powers up, the TransFi software sends a prob-

ing frame to the receiver, which extracts the initial scrambler seed

value9 and sends this value back to the transmitter. This value, then,

will be used to decide the scrambler seed in subsequent data frames

based on the increments.

Service bits and frame configuration header. The commodity

WiFi adapter injects 16 service bits and 288 bits of frame config-

uration header into the first symbol of each PHY frame. To avoid

the impact of these bits, TransFi starts emulation from the second

symbol of each frame, by adding dummy bits to the beginning of

MAC payload for emulation.

Cyclic prefix. The Cyclic Prefix (CP) in commodity WiFi is a time-

domain signal that lasts 0.8us and appended to both the beginning

and end of each data symbol. TransFi also takes these CPs into

account when deciding the timing of the signal being emulated, to

ensure precise emulation.

8 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

In our evaluation, as shown in Figure 17(a), we execute the TransFi

software on a Dell Precision 7820 workstation with a Netely N450B

WiFi adapter. Each MIMO stream transmits 802.11n data frames

with 5400 bytes of data payloads, using 64-QAM (5/6) over a 40

MHz channel. The target signal’s bandwidth is set to 20 MHz, and

is emulated by TransFi in subcarriers 74-127 of the 40 MHz channel.

To ensure statistical convergence, results from each experiment are

averaged over 2,540 emulated frames.

For the purpose of experimental evaluation and analysis, we use

a WARP v3 SDR [13] to implement the Rx hardware functionality

of selected custom wireless PHYs, but our evaluation results can

be equivalently applied to manufactured receivers of these custom

wireless PHYs without modifying their hardware10.

CustomWireless PHYs being Emulated: The modifications of

custom wireless PHY designs on the transmitted wireless signal

can happen in both the time domain and frequency domain, both

of which are evaluated in our experiments.

In the time domain, most modifications result in custom PHY

preambles, and TransFi can emulate different preambles by approx-

imating the mixed signal from multiple MIMO streams to the target

signal’s amplitude and phase. In particular, we choose the CSMA/CN

preamble for WiFi collision detection [46], where frame collision is

detected when the correlation result over this custom preamble is

low, as the target signal to evaluate TransFi’s performance of emu-

lation, and details of such evaluation are in Section 9. In addition,

we also emulate data payloads being transmitted after the emulated

9This scrambler seed value embeds in the preamble of the transmitted frame and can
hence be extracted by software at the receiver.
10Note that, many selected custom wireless PHY designs for emulation are lab proto-
types and have not been commercialized.
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Figure 17: System setup and scenarios for evaluation

custom preambles, and experiment results on such data transmis-

sion demonstrate TransFi’s performance of supporting practical

data communication in custom high-speed wireless networks11.

In the frequency domain, we evaluate TransFi’s capability of

adopting new PHY methods of custom spectrum usage, by con-

verting the corresponding frequency-domain target signal to the

time domain. These PHY methods include: 1) Fine-grained spectrum

adaptation (FSA) [63] that allows multiple transmitters to concur-

rently transmit with narrower bandwidths in the same channel;

and 2) OFDMA [23, 47, 58] that assigns subsets of subcarriers to

multiple clients and allow them to concurrently transmit in the

same channel. Details of these evaluations are in Section 10.

Evaluation scenarios: We evaluate TransFi in both indoor and

outdoor scenarios. First, TransFi is evaluated in a 10m × 10m of-

fice shown in Figure 17(b). We place the wireless transmitters and

receivers at different positions, to produce different channel charac-

teristics: 1) regular Indoor conditions; 2) a Confined area with metal

objects next to wireless transceivers; 3) the Tx and Rx are placed

on two sides of Blockage that is either a wood door, a concrete wall

or a metal brick; 4) an environment with intermittent Interference

from another WiFi device that transmits over 50% of time.

Second, we also evaluate TransFi in other scenarios with differ-

ent channel conditions and longer communication distances. In

the Corridor scenario shown in Figure 17(c), the communication

distance (D) ranges between 5m and 25m. The maximum commu-

nication distance in the Outdoor scenario shown in Figure 17(d) is

further enlarged to 50m.

Comparisons: In these evaluations, TransFi will be compared with

the existing emulation techniques listed below. Since these exist-

ing techniques are limited to emulating the target signal by using

only one data stream at the transmitter, our evaluation results will

11In comparison, most of existing coarse-grained emulation techniques are limited to
low-speed wireless networks such as ZigBee [20, 33] and Bluetooth [11, 38], and are
incapable of supporting high-speed data transmission at Mbps.
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Figure 18: Emulated time-domain signal

show that they are incapable of precisely approximating to the

target signal in custom wireless PHY and result in low network

performance.

• WeBee [33]: It emulates a ZigBee signal by controlling a

portion of WiFi signal from a single Tx, whose spectrum

overlaps with the ZigBee spectrum.

• SDR-Lite [24]: It performs coarse-grained emulation on the

WiFi OFDM preambles over a 20 MHz channel, with a single

40 MHz WiFi Tx.

• XFi [37]: It enables cross-technology communication (CTC)

from ZigBee/LoRa to WiFi by reconstructing the WiFi re-

ceiver’s decoded data to ZigBee/LoRa signal.

9 EVALUATION ON TIME-DOMAIN
EMULATION

To produce a WiFi PHY frame that contains the custom CSMA/CN

preamble[46], TransFi first emulates all the standard WiFi pream-

bles, and appends the emulated CSMA/CN preamble afterwards.

Besides, when multiple MIMO streams in commodity WiFi mix on

the air, the structure of commodity WiFi frames is completely bro-

ken up and the original data payloads in commodity WiFi frames

will be undecodeable after the mixture. In this case, to make com-

plete WiFi PHY frames, TransFi also emulates WiFi data payloads

following the emulated CSMA/CN preamble, and we also evaluate

the communication performance of these emulated data payloads.
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Figure 19: Detection rates on emulated preambles

9.1 Emulating Standard WiFi Preambles

We examine TransFi’s performance on emulating Long Training

Sequence (LTF) and Legacy SIGNAL Field (L-SIG) preambles, which

are standard preambles in 802.11n. Two MIMO Tx streams are used

with a 20 dB Tx/Rx gain. Figure 18 shows that the emulated time-

domain signals closely match those in commodity WiFi under the

same channel condition.
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Figure 20: FDRs using emulated LTF preambles

We further examined the receiver’s detection rate on emulated

preambles based on autocorrelation, and follow commodity WiFi

to set the autocorrelation threshold as 0.8 [4, 15, 52]. Figure 19

shows that, when the communication distance varies from 2m

to 10m in different indoor settings, the detection rates on both

emulated preambles retain >90%. Even with strong interference,

this detection rate can be >60%.

The LTF preambles are used in commodity WiFi for frame de-

tection. Hence, we evaluated the frame detection rate (FDR) using

our emulated LTF preambles and compared such rate with that in

WeBee and SDR-Lite, in both outdoor and corridor environments

with a Tx/Rx gain of 20dB. Results in Figure 20 show that in corri-

dor and outdoor scenarios, even when the communication distance

increases to 50m, TransFi’s emulated preambles can still retain the

FDR to be almost 100%. In contrast, such detection rates of WeBee

and SDR-Lite are limited at 50%-65%, due to their coarse-grained

emulation that is incapable of precisely approximating to the target

signal with a single data stream at the transmitter.
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Figure 21: Performance of emulating the custom CSMA/CN

preamble under different SIR

9.2 Emulating the CSMA/CN Preamble

We apply the emulated CSMA/CN preamble for collision detection,

and then compare the successful collision detection rate, packet de-

tection rate and data decoding rate with their counterparts reported

in [46] under the same condition. As shown in Figure 21, when the

signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) varies between 2 dB and 14 dB,
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the performance of collision detection using emulated preambles

closely approximates to that with custom hardware in [46]. In all

cases, TransFi achieves >95% accuracy for collision detection.
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Figure 22: Performance of emulating the custom CSMA/CN

preamble with different bit rates

We further investigate such emulation performance with differ-

ent bit rates used in modulating the CSMA/CN preamble [46]. As

shown in Figure 22, the performance difference between the emu-

lated preamble and the preamble produced by custom hardware is

always within 5%.
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Figure 23: Data decoding errors under different channel con-

ditions with 8dB SNR

9.3 Emulating WiFi Data Payloads

To produce complete WiFi PHY frames, the data payloads should be

emulated following the emulated CSMA/CN preamble. We emulate

data payloads that are modulated by BPSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM

with 1/2 code rate. Results in Table 1 show that TransFi requires at

most 1.1 to 1.6 dB of extra SNR to achieve 1% Bit Error Rate (BER)

for data decoding at the receiver, compared to commodity WiFi.

SNR(dB) BPSK(1/2) QPSK(1/2) 16-QAM(1/2)

4 1.33(0.56) 4.01(2.98) 49.36(48.89)

8 0.12(0) 1.16(0.52) 39.63(32.01)

12 0(0) 0(0) 8.03(5.52)

16 0(0) 0(0) 1.033(0.28)

Table 1: BER of emulated data payloads using 2 Tx. Numbers

in brackets are BER of commodity WiFi.

We further evaluated such BER over different environment set-

tings as shown in Fig 17(b), with an 8dB fixed SNR. Figure 23 shows

that, even under severe channel conditions (e.g., signal propagation

path is blocked by a concrete wall), the BER for TransFi is at most

9% higher than commodity WiFi.
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Figure 24: The data rate and BER when transmitting

TransFi’s emulated data payloads

Based on such low BER, Figure 24(a) shows that the emulated

data payloads in TransFi can be reliably transmitted under different

channel conditions. It achieves a maximum data rate of 11.4 Mbps

when emulating data payloads modulated by 16-QAMwith 1/2 code

rate and 20dB SNR, 46x faster than that in WeBee [33]. Under this

setup, Figure 24(b) shows that TransFi’s BER is < 0.3% indoor in all

communication distances, 10x lower than that in XFi [37], which

produces much more bit errors due to its coarse-grained emulation.
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Figure 25: Emulation accuracy with more Txs

9.4 Emulation with More Tx Streams

In theory, using more MIMO Tx streams in emulation improves the

its granularity. On the other hand, higher distortion may be also

brought to the emulated signal due to MIMO spatial diversity. In

our experiments, we measure both such emulation granularity and

signal distortion, by measuring the signal distortion as the average

distance between the target signal and the emulated signal on the

complex plane. As shown in Figure 25, the emulation granularity

increases when the number of Tx streams increases from 2 to 3,

but remains nearly the same for 4 Tx streams. In contrast, higher

distortion is observed when more Tx streams are used.

SNR(dB) BPSK(1/2) QPSK(1/2) 16-QAM(1/2)

4 1.15(0.56) 3.73(2.98) 48.06(48.89)

8 0.09(0) 0.98(0.52) 36.61(32.01)

12 0(0) 0(0) 7.41(5.52)

16 0(0) 0(0) 0.92(0.28)

Table 2: BER of emulated data payloads using 3 Tx. Numbers

in brackets are BER of commodity WiFi.

As shown in Table 2, when 3 Tx streams are used, the extra

SNR required to achieve 1% BER can be constrained within 0.9

dB, leading to a 18.2% improvement of emulation performance.

However, Table 3 shows that using 4 Tx streams bring very little

further improvement in performance. These results demonstrate
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that, in most practical cases, using 3 MIMO Tx streams would

be sufficient to maximize the performance of emulation without

introducing excessive signal distortion or computational overhead.

SNR(dB) BPSK(1/2) QPSK(1/2) 16-QAM(1/2)

4 1.14(0.56) 3.71(2.98) 48.36(48.89)

8 0.09(0) 0.97(0.52) 36.22(32.01)

12 0(0) 0(0) 7.48(5.52)

16 0(0) 0(0) 0.94(0.28)

Table 3: BER of emulated data payloads using 4 Tx. Numbers

in brackets are BER of commodity WiFi.

9.5 Computation and Storage Overhead

We evaluate the computation and storage overhead in TransFi, with

different sizes of Trellis diagram segments being used. Results in

Figure 26 show that, when computing a MAC payload of 12,960 bits

(10 symbols), dividing the Trellis diagram to segments of 30 bits

could constrain the storage space used within 1.2 MB, and further

reducing the segment size to 10 bits results in storage usage of 30.976

KB. Such reduction of segment size results in lower computation

time, but further reducing the segment size increases the computing

time due to frequent backtracing as described in Section 5.2.
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Figure 26: Computation and storage overhead with different

sizes of Trellis diagram segments

In Figure 27, we compared the run-time computing time of emu-

lation with the time gap between commodity PHY frames with the

corresponding data payload sizes. In all different sizes of data pay-

loads, TransFi’s run-time computing time remains shorter than the

time gap betweenWiFi PHY frames. These results demonstrate that

TransFi can reliably support real-time communication in practice.
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Figure 27: TransFi’s run-time computing time compared to

time intervals between WiFi PHY frames

10 EVALUATION ON FREQUENCY-DOMAIN
EMULATION

To evaluate TransFi’s performance on frequency-domain emulation,

we examine TransFi’s accuracy in emulating fine-grained and flexi-

ble spectrum usages, including FSA [63] and OFDMA [23, 47, 58].

In all experiments, we use two MIMO Tx streams for emulation.

10.1 Emulating Narrowband Signals in [63]

To examine TransFi’s performance on emulating the narrowband

signals being proposed in FSA [63], we use TransFi to migrate the

time-domain signal up-sampling from the PHY layer to the MAC

layer, by manipulating the MAC payload correspondingly. More

specifically, narrowband signals that occupy 5 MHz, 10 MHz, and 15

MHz bandwidth in a 20 MHz channel are emulated and examined.

As shown in Figure 28(a), TransFi achieves above 94% in detecting

the emulated signals under different channel SNRs, which is nearly

the same as the performance achieved in [63] over custom hardware.

Moreover, Figure 28(b) shows that no matter how the bandwidth

of emulated signal varies, the detection rate is always above 95%.
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Figure 28: Accuracy of emulation for [63]

10.2 Emulating OFDMA Signals

To examine TransFi’s performance on emulating OFDMA, we use

TransFi to emulate awireless access point that operates OFDMAand

concurrently transmits data to multiple users in the same channel.

We distribute the 45 available data subcarriers defined in 802.11n to

a maximum of 4 users, and emulate OFDMA frames for each user.

SNR User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4

2 7.22(6.01) 6.49(5.11) 7.36(6.59) 6.56(5.32)

4 4.48(3.51) 3.18(2.19) 4.83(3.74) 4.24(3.30)

6 2.35(1.64) 1.73(1.02) 2.38(1.63) 1.70(1.09)

8 1.06(0.68) 0.75(0.37) 1.08(0.69) 0.80(0.35)

10 0.52(0.32) 0.22(0.09) 0.64(0.31) 0.21(0.09)

12 0.15(0.02) 0.06(0) 0.18(0.04) 0.08(0)

Table 4: Emulating 4 OFDMA users with different numbers

of assigned subcarriers. Numbers in parentheses are BER in

commodity OFDMA systems under the same condition.

First, we distribute these data subcarriers evenly. As shown in

Figure 29(a), no matter how many users are involved, the emulated

OFDMA frames can be detected with >92% accuracy. We further

evaluate the chance of correct subcarrier allocation, by decoding

the emulated RA preamble at each user. Figure 29(b) shows that

more than 89% of emulated RA preambles can be correctly decoded.

Finally, we compared the BER of decoding data payloads from

emulated OFDMA frames, and Figure 29(c) shows that only extra

1.1dB, 1.6dB, and 2.8dB of channel SNR are needed for correct

decoding with BPSK, QPSK and 16-QAM modulation.

Further, we examine TransFi’s performance when each user is

assigned with a different number of subcarriers: 5, 17, 4 and 19 data

subcarriers are assigned to 4 users, respectively. As shown in Table
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Figure 29: Reception and decoding the emulated OFDMA data frames

4, at most 1.7 dB of extra SNR is needed for emulated data payloads

to achieve the same BER as that in commodity OFDMA systems.

11 RELATEDWORK

Software Defined Radios (SDR). SDRs allow flexible reconfigura-

tion of the wireless hardware using software methods. For example,

dynamic spectrum access can be implemented on SDRs by flexibly

assigning different priorities of spectrum access to users [66]. SDRs

can also be used to develop specialized gateways [30, 31, 62] or

enable new methods of spectrum use [7, 8, 10, 25, 41]. However,

most of the existing SDR designs and implementations require spe-

cialized hardware (e.g., FPGA chips) and hence cannot be adopted

by commodity wireless devices. Instead, TransFi allows commodity

wireless devices to adopt new methods of flexible spectrum usage,

and hence have better applicability than SDR in practical systems.

Channel and source coding. Channel coding is widely used in

wireless communication systems, but most existing coding methods

focus on improving the link throughput [22] or correcting trans-

mission errors [27, 51, 53, 57]. TransFi, although can be generally

considered as a special type of source coding [16], has a completely

different but more generic objective to produce custom wireless

signals through appropriate encoding of commodity signals.

Packet emulation and injection.The design of reverseMACpay-

load computation in TransFi is partially motivated by the existing

work on packet emulation, which has been used in CTC to approxi-

mate wireless signals among WiFi [20, 33, 34, 59], ZigBee [26, 60],

Bluetooth [32, 38], LoRa [18, 37] and LTE [17, 36]. However, most

of the packets being emulated are limited to network control (e.g.,

CSMA frames for collision avoidance [33]) or beacon frames (e.g.,

Bluetooth beacons [38]), which have fixed contents and are trans-

mitted with low-order modulation (e.g., BPSK [34]) and low speed

(e.g., kilobytes per second [37]). These existing techniques, hence,

have limited expandability to custom wireless PHY or capability of

achieving high-speed transmission of emulated data payloads, due

to their coarse-grained emulation. TransFi, in contrast, is able to

fundamentally improve such granularity of emulation.

Other existing work allows direct injection of arbitrary I/Q sam-

ples to WiFi PHY [44, 45]. However, they build on reverse engineer-

ing over specific WiFi chip models with known internal structures,

and cannot be generically applied to commodity wireless devices.

The payload injection, meanwhile, is usually expensive and hence

limited to small control packets rather than random data payloads.

12 DISCUSSIONS

Scope of TransFi emulation. In theory, since any wireless signal

can be mapped to the complex plane with the specific amplitude

and phase, it can be emulated by TransFi within the WiFi frequency

band, and its accuracy is jointly determined by the number of WiFi

MIMO streams, modulation and the wireless channel condition.

One limitation is the granularity of frequency-division multi-

plexing, as finer multiplexing divides the frequency band into more

but smaller sub-bands. For example, OFDM subcarrier spacing in

4G LTE and 5G can be as small as 15kHz, resulting in 20x finer mul-

tiplexing than that in 802.11n. Signals in extra subcarriers do not

correspond to any producible wireless signals in commodity WiFi,

and are hence difficult to be emulated. However, finer multiplexing

requires a better but more expensive baseband processor and RF

frontend. Hence, it is currently limited to being used in cellular

networks. Further expanding TransFi to cellular networks will be

our future work.

Reduction of spectrum efficiency. Since TransFi adds redundant

data bits into MIMO data streams and mixes the transmitted wire-

less signals in multiple MIMO streams on the air, it emulates custom

wireless PHY at the cost of reduced efficiency of spectrum utiliza-

tion. However, as discussed in Section 3.3, such reduction could

be effectively constrained within 20% by using higher code rates

in commodity WiFi. On the other hand, the benefits of enabling

custom wireless PHY on commodity devices could outweigh such

reduction in many scenarios. For example, in highly congested wire-

less channels, adopting new PHY preambles [3, 35, 46] could help

avoid interference and make crucial performance improvements in

delay-sensitive applications.

Applicability to different WiFi hardware. Although our imple-

mentation is on a specific WiFi hardware model (Atheros AR9580),

it can be applied to other WiFi hardware as long as they follow

standard WiFi PHY design shown in Figure 16. The scrambler seed

implementation could vary among different hardware, but most

designs are simpler than the Atheros WiFi adapter. For example, a

fixed scrambler seed is used in the RealTek WiFi hardware.

13 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present TransFi to adopt custom wireless PHY

designs on commodity devices without hardware modification. By

mixing multiple MIMO streams on the air, TransFi can achieve

real-time emulation of custom PHY signals from commodity WiFi

transmitters with >90% emulation accuracy in different system

settings and channel conditions.
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